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Abstrat
Aording to a rederivation - due to Collins and Qiu - the DGLAP equation an
be reinterpreted (in leading order) in a probabilisti way. This form of the equation
has been used indiretly to prove the bound |∆f(x,Q)| < f(x,Q) between polarized
and unpolarized distributions, or positivity of the heliity distributions, for any Q.
We reanalize this issue by performing a detailed numerial study of the positivity
bounds of the heliity distributions. To obtain the numerial solution we implement
an x-spae based algorithm for polarized and unpolarized distributions to next-to-
leading order in αs, whih we illustrate. We also elaborate on some of the formal
properties of the Collins-Qiu form and omment on the underlying regularization,
introdue a Kramers-Moyal expansion of the equation and briey analize its Fokker-
Plank approximation. These follow quite naturally one the master version is given.
We illustrate this expansion both for the valene quark distribution qV and for the
transverse spin distribution h1.
1 Introdution
QCD, the theory of the strong interations, has reahed a stage in whih preision mea-
surements of its dynamis have beome possible. This srutiny has allowed to obtain a
better understanding of the fundamental struture of the nuleons, disentangling some
important features of the underlying quark-gluon interation with a very good auray.
A lot of eort has been undertaken in the last few years to extend the same piture -
at the same level of auray - also to polarized ollisions, with a systemati perturbative
analysis performed up to next-to-leading order (NLO) and, in part, in the unpolarized
ase, also to next-to-next to leading (NNLO) in αs, the QCD oupling onstant.
The aim of this theoretial and experimental eort, in partiular at RHIC, the Rela-
tivisti Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven, is to desribe the polarized spin distributions
of the nuleon with auray.
Therefore the study of possible theoretial onstraints on the form of the initial on-
ditions for these distributions and their evolution under the renormalization group (RG)
turns out to be very useful.
An interesting onstraint relating longitudinally polarized, unpolarized and trans-
versely polarized distributions is Soer's inequality, whih deserves a speial attention,
sine has to be respeted by the evolution to any order in αs. Some tests of the inequality
have been performed in the near past, bringing support to it. However, other inequalities
are supposed to hold as well.
In this work we perform a NLO analysis of an inequality whih relates longitudinally
polarized distributions and unpolarized ones. The inequality an be summarized in the
statement that heliity distributions (positive and negative) for quarks and gluons have
to be positive. The inequality states that
|∆f(x,Q2)| < f(x,Q2) (1)
or
f±(x,Q2) > 0 (2)
where the ± refers to the the possible values of the heliities of quarks and gluons. The
statement is supposed to hold, at least in leading order, for any Q. To analize the renor-
malization group evolution of this relation, espeially to next-to-leading order, requires
some eort sine this study involves a ombined study of the (longitudinally) polarized
and unpolarized evolutions. In this work we present a omplete NLO study of the evo-
lution equations starting diretly from the heliity basis. Heliities are in fat the basi
parton distributions from whih other distributions an be built.
Compared to other implementations, in our work we perform a NLO test of the pos-
itivity of the heliity distributions using an ansatz due to Rossi [8℄ whih redues the
evolution equations to an innite set of reursion relations for some sale invariant oef-
ients. We have developed a omplete implementation of this algorithm whih will be
made available and doumented in related work of ours [15℄.
Various arguments to validate eq. (2) have been presented in the literature. From our
perspetive, an interesting one has been formulated by Teryaev and Collaborators who
have tried to establish a link, to leading order, between evolution equations and their
probabilisti interpretation in order to prove Soer's inequality. Similar arguments hold
also in the analysis of eq. (2).
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We should remark that a omplete probabilisti piture exists only for the leading
order unpolarized evolution [1℄ and the arguments of [2℄ are inspired by the fat that
the subtration terms (the x = 1 ontributions in the expressions of the kernels, where
x is Bjorken's variable), being positive, one they are ombined with the bulk (x < 1)
ontributions give a form of the evolution equations whih are diagonal in parton type
and resemble kineti equations. Our arguments, on this issue, are just a renement of
this previous and inuential analysis.
In the reent literature there has been some attention to this feature of the DGLAP
evolution, limited to the non-singlet setor, in onnetion with kineti theory and the
"dynamial renormalization group, in the words of ref. [4℄.
All the arguments, so far, go bak to some important older work of Collins and Qiu who
provided an interesting derivation of the (unpolarized) DGLAP equation using Mueller's
formalism of ut diagrams. In their paper [1℄ the authors reinterpreted the DGLAP
equation as a kineti probabilisti equation of Boltzmann type. The authors gave no detail
on some of the issues onerning the regularization of their diagrammati expansion, on
whih we will elaborate sine we need it for our aurate numerial analysis. In our work
the Collins-Qiu form of the DGLAP equation is interpreted simply as a master equation
rather than a Boltzmann equation, given the absene of a 2-to-2 sattering ross setion
in the probabilisti partoni interpretation. A master equation is governed by transition
probabilities and various formal approximations nd their way one this oneptual step is
made. We illustrate, in the spirit of a stohasti approah to the DGLAP dynamis, how
to extrat standard dierential equations of Kramers-Moyal type for the simplest non-
singlet evolutions, those involving valene distributions and transverse spin distributions.
Our analysis on this point is self-ontained but purposely short, sine a more detailed
numerial and formal study of this developement is under way [15℄.
We show that the DGLAP dynamis an be desribed, at least in a formal way, by a
dierential equation of arbitrarily high order. Trunations of this expansion to the rst
few orders provide the usual link with the Fokker-Plank approximation, the Langevin
equation and its path integral version
1
. The piture one should have in mind, at least
in this approximation, is that of a stohasti (brownian) dynamis of Bjorken's variable
x in a tititious time log(Q), desribing the evolution under the renormalization group
(RG). In this interpretation the probability funtion is the parton distribution itself.
2 Master Equations and Positivity
Let's start onsidering a generi 1-D master equation for transition probabilities w(x|x′)
whih we interpret as the probability of making a transition to a point x given a starting
point x′ for a given physial system. The piture we have in mind is that of a gas of
partiles making ollisions in 1-D and entering the interval (x, x+ dx) with a probability
w(x|x′) per single transition, or leaving it with a transition probability w(x′|x). In general
one writes down a master equation
∂
∂τ
f(x, τ) =
∫
dx′ (w(x|x′)f(x′, τ)− w(x′|x)f(x, τ)) dx′. (3)
1
For an example of this interplay between dierential and stohasti desriptions we refer the reader
to [5℄
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desribing the time τ evolution of the density of the gas undergoing ollisions or the motion
of a many replias of walkers of density f(x, τ) jumping with a pre-assigned probability,
aording to taste.
The result of Collins a Qiu, who were after a derivation of the DGLAP equation
that ould inlude automatially also the edge point ontributions (or x=1 terms of the
DGLAP kernels) is in pointing out the existene of a probabilisti piture of the DGLAP
dynamis. These edge point terms had been always introdued in the past only by hand
and serve to enfore the baryon number sum rule and the momentum sum rule as Q, the
momentum sale, varies.
The kineti interpretation was used in [2℄ to provide an alternative proof of Soer's
inequality. We reall that this inequality
|h1(x)| < q+(x) (4)
famous by now, sets a bound on the transverse spin distribution h1(x) in terms of the
omponents of the positive heliity omponent of the quarks, for a given avour. The
inequality has to be respeted by the evolution. We reall that h1, also denoted by the
symbol
∆T q(x,Q
2) ≡ q↑(x,Q2)− q↓(x,Q2), (5)
has the property of being purely non-singlet and of appearing at leading twist. It is
identiable in transversely polarized hadron-hadron ollisions and not in Deep Inelasti
Sattering (DIS), where an appear only through an insertion of the eletron mass in the
unitarity graph of DIS.
The onnetion between the Collins-Qiu form of the DGLAP equation and the master
equation is established as follows. The DGLAP equation, in its original formulation is
generially written as
dq(x,Q2)
d log(Q2)
=
∫ 1
x
dy
y
P (x/y)q(y,Q2), (6)
where we are assuming a salar form of the equation, suh as in the non-singlet setor.
The generalization to the singlet setor of the arguments given below is, of ourse, quite
straightforward. To arrive at a probabilisti piture of the equation we start reinterpreting
τ = log(Q2) as a time variable, while the parton density q(x, τ) lives in a one dimensional
(Bjorken) x spae.
We reall that the kernels are dened as plus distributions. Conservation of baryon
number, for instane, is enfored by the addition of edge-point ontributions proportional
to δ(1− x).
We start with the following form of the kernel
P (z) = Pˆ (z)− δ(1− z)
∫ 1
0
Pˆ (z) dz, (7)
where we have separated the edge point ontributions from the rest of the kernel, here
alled Pˆ (z). This manipulation is understood in all the equations that follow. The
equation is rewritten in the following form
d
dτ
q(x, τ) =
∫ 1
x
dyPˆ
(
x
y
)
q(y, τ)
y
−
∫ x
0
dy
y
Pˆ
(
y
x
)
q(x, τ)
x
(8)
3
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Figure 1: The onstrained random walk of the parton densities
Now, if we dene
w(x|y) = αs
2pi
Pˆ (x/y)
θ(y > x)
y
(9)
(8) beomes a master equation for the probability funtion q(x, τ)
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) =
∫
dx′ (w(x|x′)q(x′, τ)− w(x′|x)q(x, τ)) dx′. (10)
There are some interesting features of this speial master equation. Dierently from other
master equations, where transitions are allowed from a given x both toward y > x and
y < x, in this ase, transitions toward x take plae only from values y > x and leave the
momentum ell (x, x+ dx) only toward smaller y values (see Fig.(1).
Clearly, this sets a diretion of the kineti evolution of the densities from large x values
toward smaller-x values as τ , the titious time variable, inreases.
Probably this is the simplest illustration of the fat that parton densities, at large
nal evolution sales, are dominated by their small-x behaviour. As the randomly moving
partons reah the x ≈ 0 region of momentum spae, they nd no spae where to go, while
other partons tend to pile up toward the same region from above. This is the piture of a
random walk biased to move downward (toward the small-x region) and is illustrated in
Fig. (1).
3 Probabilisti Kernels
We briey disuss some salient features of the struture of the kernels in this approah
and omment on the type of regularization involved in order to dene them appropriately.
We reall that unpolarized and polarized kernels, in leading order, are given by
P
(0)
NS = P
(0)
qq = CF
(
2
(1− x)+ − 1− x+
3
2
δ(1− x)
)
P (0)qg = 2Tf
(
x2 + (1− x)2)
)
P (0)gq = CF
1 + (1− x)2
x
P (0)gg = 2Nc
(
1
(1− x)+ +
1
x
− 2 + x(1− x)
)
+
β0
2
δ(1− x) (11)
where
CF =
N2C − 1
2NC
, Tf = TRnf =
1
2
nf , β0 =
11
3
NC − 4
3
Tf (12)
and
∆P
(0)
NS = ∆P
(0)
qq
4
∆P (0)qq = CF
(
2
(1− x)+ − 1− x+
3
2
δ(1− x)
)
∆P (0)qg = 2Tf (2x− 1)
∆P (0)gq = CF (2− x)
∆P (0)gg = 2Nc
(
1
(1− x)+ − 2x+ 1
)
+ δ(1− x)β0
2
, (13)
while the LO transverse kernels are given by
∆TP
(0)
qq = CF
(
2
(1− x)+ − 2 +
3
2
δ(1− x)
)
. (14)
The unpolarized kernels should be ompared with the Collins-Qiu form
Pqq = γqq − δ(1− x)
∫ 1
0
dzγqq
Pgg = γgg −
(
nf
∫ 1
0
dzγqg +
1
2
∫ 1
0
dzγgg
)
δ(1− x)
Pqg = γqg
Pgq = γgq
(15)
where
γqq = CF
(
2
1− x − 1− x
)
γqg = (2x− 1)
γgq = CF (2− x)
γgg = 2Nc
(
1
1− x +
1
x
− 2 + x(1 − x)
)
.
(16)
These kernels need a suitable regularization to be well dened. Below we will analize the
impliit regularization underlying eq. (15). One observation is however almost immediate:
the omponent Pgg is not of the form given by eq. (7). In general, therefore, in the singlet
ase, the generalization of eq. (7) is given by
P (x) = Pˆ1(x)− δ(1− x)
∫ 1
0
Pˆ2(z)dz (17)
and a probabilisti interpretation is more omplex ompared to the non-singlet ase and
has been disussed in the original literature [1℄.
4 Convolutions and Master Form of the Singlet
Distributions are folded with the kernels and the result rearranged in order to simplify
the struture of the equations. Sine in the previous literature this is done in a rather
involuted way [6℄ we provide here a simpliaton, from whih the equivalene of the various
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forms of the kernel, in the various regularizations adopted, will be apparent. All we need
is the simple relation∫ 1
x
dy
y(1− y)+f(x/y) =
∫ 1
x
dy
y
yf(y)− xf(x)
y − x + log(1− x)f(x) (18)
in whih, on the right hand side, regularity of both the rst and the seond term is expliit.
For instane, the evolution equations beome
dq
d log(Q2)
= 2CF
∫
dy
y
yq(y)− xq(x)
y − x + 2CF log(1− x) q(x)−
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(1 + z) q(y) +
3
2
CF q(x)
+nf
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(
z2 + (1− z)2
)
g(y)
dg
d log(Q2)
= CF
∫ 1
x
dy
y
1 + (1− z)2
z
q(y) + 2Nc
∫ 1
x
dy
y
yf(y)− xf(x)
y − x g(y)
+2Nc log(1− x)g(x) + 2Nc
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(
1
z
− 2 + z(1 − z)
)
g(y) +
β0
2
g(x)
(19)
with z ≡ x/y. The same simplied form is obtained from the probabilisti version, having
dened a suitable regularization of the edge point singularities in the integrals over the
omponents γff ′ in eq. (16). The anonial expressions of the kernels (21), expressed in
terms of + distributions, an also be rearranged to look like their equivalent probabilisti
form by isolating the edge-point ontributions hidden in their + distributions. We get
the expressions
P (0)qq NS = P
(0)
qq = CF
(
2
(1− x) − 1− x
)
−
(
CF
∫ 1
0
dz
1− z −
3
2
)
δ(1− x)
P (0)gg = 2Nc
(
1
(1− x) +
1
x
− 2 + x(1− x)
)
−
(
2Nc
∫ 1
0
dz
1− z −
β0
2
)
δ(1− x)(20)
and
∆P (0)qq = CF
(
2
(1− x) − 1− x
)
− CF
(∫ 1
0
dz
1− z −
3
2
)
δ(1− x)
∆P (0)gg = 2Nc
(
1
1− x − 2x+ 1
)
−
(
2Nc
∫ 1
0
dz
1− z −
β0
2
)
δ(1− x), (21)
the other expressions remaining invariant. In appendix A we provide some tehnial
details on the equivalene between the onvolutions obtained using these kernels with the
standard ones.
A master form of the singlet (unpolarized) equation is obtained by a straightforward
hange of variable in the dereasing terms. We obtain
dq
dτ
=
∫ 1−Λ
x
dy
y
γqq(x/y)q(y)−
∫ x−Λ
0
dy
y
γqq(y/x)q(x)
dg
dτ
=
∫ 1−Λ
x
dy
y
γgg(x/y)− nf
∫ x
0
γqg(y/x)g(x)
−1
2
∫ x−Λ
Λ
γgg(y/x)g(x) +
∫ 1
x
dy
y
γgq(x/y)q(y) (22)
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with a suitable (unique) uto Λ needed to ast the equation in the form (19). A disussion
of this aspet is left in appendix B. The (regulated) transition probabilities are then given
by
wqq(x|y) = γqq(x/y)θ(y > x)θ(y < 1− Λ)
y
wqq(y|x) = γqq(y/x)θ(y < x− Λ)θ(y > 0)
x
wgg(x|y) = γgg(x/y)θ(y > x)θ(y < 1− Λ)
y
wqq(y|x) =
(
nfγqg(y/x)− 1
2
γgg(y/x)
)
θ(y < x− Λ)θ(y > 0)
x
wgq(y|x) = γgq(x/y)θ(y > x)θ(y < 1− Λ)
y
wgq(x|y) = 0,
(23)
as one an easily dedut from the form of eq. (10).
5 A Kramers-Moyal Expansion for the DGLAP Equa-
tion
Kramers-Moyal (KM) expansions of the master equations (bakward or forward) are some-
times useful in order to gain insight into the master equation itself, sine they may provide
a omplementary view of the underlying dynamis.
The expansion allows to get rid of the integral whih haraterizes the master equation,
at the ost of introduing a dierential operator of arbitrary order. For the approxima-
tion to be useful, one has to stop the expansion after the rst few orders. In many ases
this turns out to be possibile. Examples of proesses of this type are speial Langevin
proesses and proesses desribed by a Fokker-Plank operator. In these ases the prob-
abilisti interpretation allows us to write down a tituous lagrangean, a orresponding
path integral and solve for the propagators using the Feynman-Ka fomula. For denitess
we take the integral to over all the real axis in the variable x′
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx′ (w(x|x′)q(x′, τ)− w(x′|x)q(x, τ)) dx′. (24)
As we will see below, in the DGLAP ase some modiations to the usual form of the
KM expansion will appear. At this point we perform a KM expansion of the equation in
the usual way. We make the substitutions in the master equation y → x − y in the rst
term and y → x+ y in the seond term
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy (w(x|x− y)q(x− y, τ)− w(x+ y|x)q(x, τ)) , (25)
identially equal to
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy (w(x+ y − y′|x− y′)q(x− y′, τ)− w(x+ y′|x)q(x, τ)) , (26)
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with y = y′. First and seond term in the equation above dier by a shift (in −y′) and
an be related using a Taylor (or KM) expansion of the rst term
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
∞∑
n=1
(−y)n
n!
∂n
∂xn
(w(x+ y|x)q(x, τ)) (27)
where the n = 0 term has aneled between the rst and the seond ontribution oming
from (26). The result an be written in the form
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) =
∞∑
n=1
(−y)n
n!
∂n
∂xn
(an(x)q(x, τ)) (28)
where
an(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy(y − x)nw(y|x). (29)
In the DGLAP ase we need to amend the former derivation, due to the presene of
boundaries (0 < x < 1) in the Bjorken variable x. For simpliity we will fous on the
non-singlet ase. We rewrite the master equation using the same hange of variables used
above
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) =
∫ 1
x
dyw(x|y)q(y, τ)−
∫ x
0
dyw(y|x)q(x, τ)
−
∫ α(x)
0
dyw(x+ y|x) ∗ q(x, τ) +
∫ −x
0
dyw(x+ y|x)q(x, τ), (30)
where we have introdued the simplest form of the Moyal produt
2
w(x+ y|x) ∗ q(x) ≡ w(x+ y|x)e−y
(←−
∂ x+
−→
∂ x
)
q(x, τ) (31)
and α(x) = x− 1. The expansion is of the form
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) =
∫ −x
α(x)
dy w(x+ y|x)q(x, τ)−
∞∑
n=1
∫ α(x)
0
dy
(−y)n
n!
∂x
n (w(x+ y|x)q(x, τ)) (32)
whih an be redued to a dierential equation of arbitrary order using simple manipula-
tions. We reall that the Fokker-Plank approximation is obtained stopping the expansion
at the seond order
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) = a0(x)− ∂x (a1(x)q(x)) + 1
2
∂2x (a2(x)q(x, τ)) (33)
with
an(x) =
∫
dy ynw(x+ y, x) (34)
being moments of the transition probability funtion w. Given the boundary onditions
on the Bjorken variable x, even in the Fokker-Plank approximation, the Fokker-Plank
version of the DGLAP equation is slightly more involved than Eq. (33) and the oeients
an(x) need to be redened.
2
A note for nonommutative geometers: this simplied form is obtained for a dissipative dynamis
when the p's of phase spae are replaed by onstants. Here we have only one variable: x
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6 The Fokker-Plank Approximation
The probabilisti interpretation of the DGLAP equation motivates us to investigate the
role of the Fokker-Plank (FP) approximation to the equation and its possible pratial
use. We should start by saying a word of aution regarding this expansion.
In the ontext of a random walk, an all-order derivative expansion of the master
equation an be arrested to the rst few terms either if the onditions of Pawula's theorem
are satised -in whih ase the FP approximation turns out to be exat- or if the transition
probabilities show an exponential deay above a ertain distane allowed to the random
walk. Sine the DGLAP kernels show only an algebrai deay in x, and there isn't any
expliit sale in the kernel themselves, the expansion is questionable. However, from a
formal viewpoint, it is still allowed. With these aveats in mind we proeed to investigate
the features of this expansion.
We redene
a˜0(x) =
∫ −x
α(x)
dyw(x+ y|x)q(x, τ)
an(x) =
∫ α(x)
0
dyynw(x+ y|x)q(x, τ)
a˜n(x) =
∫ α(x)
0
dyyn∂x
n (w(x+ y|x)q(x, τ)) n = 1, 2, ... (35)
For the rst two terms (n = 1, 2) one an easily work out the relations
a˜1(x) = ∂xa1(x)− α(x)∂xα(x)w(x+ α(x)|x)q(x, τ)
a˜2(x) = ∂
2
xa2(x)− 2α(x)(∂xα(x))2w(x+ α(x)|x)q(x, τ)− α(x)2∂xα(x)∂x (w(x+ α(x)|x)q(x, τ))
−α2(x)∂xα(x)∂x (w(x+ y|x)q(x, τ)) |y=α(x) (36)
Let's see what happens when we arrest the expansion (32) to the rst 3 terms. The
Fokker-Plank version of the equation is obtained by inluding in the approximation only
a˜n with n = 0, 1, 2.
The Fokker-Plank limit of the (non-singlet) equation is then given by
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) = a˜0(x) + a˜1(x)− 1
2
a˜2(x) (37)
whih we rewrite expliitely as
∂
∂τ
q(x, τ) = CF
(
85
12
+
3
4x4
− 13
3x3
+
10
x2
− 12
x
+ 2 log
(
1− x
x
))
q(x)
+CF
(
9− 1
2x3
+
3
x2
− 7
x
− 9
2
)
∂xq(x, τ)
+CF
(
9
4
+
1
8x2
− 5
6x
− 5x
2
+
23x2
24
)
∂2xq(x, τ). (38)
A similar approah an be followed also for other ases, for whih a probabilisti
piture (a derivation of Collins-Qiu type) has not been established yet, suh as for h1. We
desribe briey how to proeed in this ase.
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First of all, we rewrite the evolution equation for the transversity in a suitable master
form. This is possible sine the subtration terms an be written as integrals of a positive
funtion. A possibility is to hoose the transition probabilities
w1[x|y] = CF
y
(
2
1− x/y − 2
)
θ(y > x)θ(y < 1)
w2[y|x] = CF
x
(
2
1− y/x −
3
2
)
θ(y > −x)θ(y < 0)
(39)
whih reprodue the evolution equation for h1 in master form
dh1
dτ
=
∫ 1
0
dyw1(x|y)h1(y, τ)−
∫ 1
0
dyw2(y|x)h1(x, τ). (40)
The Kramers-Moyal expansion is derived as before, with some slight modiations. The
result is obtained introduing an intermediate uto whih is removed at the end. In this
ase we get
dh1
dτ
= CF
(
17
3
− 2
3x3
+
3
x2
− 6
x
+ 2 log
(
1− x
x
))
h1(x, τ)
+CF
(
6 +
2
3x2
− 3
x
− 11x
3
)
∂xh1(x, τ)
+CF
(
3
2
− 1
3x
− 2x+ 5x
2
6
)
∂2xh1(x, τ).
Notie that ompared to the standard Fokker-Plank approximation, the boundary
now generates a term on the left-hand-side of the equation proportional to q(x) whih is
absent in eq. (33). This and higher order approximations to the DGLAP equation an be
studied systematially both analytially and numerially and it is possible to assess the
validity of the approximation [15℄.
7 Heliities to LO
As we have mentioned above, an interesting version of the usual DGLAP equation involves
the heliity distributions.
We start introduing [2℄ the DGLAP kernels for xed heliites P++(z) = (P (z) +
∆P (z))/2 and P+−(z) = (P (z) − ∆P (z))/2 whih will be used below. P (z) denotes
(generially) the unpolarized kernels, while the ∆P (z) are the longitudinally polarized
ones. These denitions, throughout the paper, are meant to be expanded up to NLO, the
order at whih our numerial analysis holds.
The equations, in the heliity basis, are
dq+(x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
(P qq++(
x
y
)⊗ q+(y) + P qq+−(
x
y
)⊗ q−(y)
+P qg++(
x
y
)⊗ g+(y) + P qg+−(
x
y
)⊗ g−(y)),
dq−(x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
(P+−(
x
y
)⊗ q+(y) + P++(x
y
)⊗ q−(y)
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Figure 2: LO kernels (qq and qg) in the heliity basis.
+P qg+−(
x
y
)⊗ g+(y) + P qg++(
x
y
)⊗ g−(y)),
dg+(x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
(P gq++(
x
y
)⊗ q+(y) + P gq+−(
x
y
)⊗ q−(y)
+P gg++(
x
y
)⊗ g+(y) + P gg+−(
x
y
)⊗ g−(y)),
dg−(x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
(P gq+−(
x
y
)⊗ q+(y) + P gq++(
x
y
)⊗ q−(y)
+P gg+−(
x
y
)⊗ g+(y) + P gg++(
x
y
)⊗ g−(y)). (41)
The non-singlet (valene) analogue of this equation is also easy to write down
dq+,V (x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
(P++(
x
y
)⊗ q+,V (y) + P+−(x
y
)⊗ q−,V (y)),
dq−,V (x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
(P+−(
x
y
)⊗ q+,V (y) + P++(x
y
)⊗ q−,V (y)). (42)
where the q±,V = q± − q¯± are the valene omponents of xed heliites. The kernels in
this basis are given by
P
(0)
NS±,++ = P
(0)
qq,++ = P
(0)
qq
P
(0)
qq,+− = P
(0)
qq,−+ = 0
P
(0)
qg,++ = nfx
2
Pqg,+− = Pqg,−+ = nf (x− 1)2
Pgq,++ = Pgq,−− = CF
1
x
P
(0)
gg,++ = P
(0)
gg,++ = Nc
(
2
(1− x)+ +
1
x
− 1− x− x2
)
+ β0δ(1− x)
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Figure 3: NLO kernels (qq and qg) in the heliity basis.
P
(0)
gg,+− = Nc
(
3x+
1
x
− 3− x2
)
(43)
Taking linear ombinations of these equations (adding and subtrating), one reovers
the usual evolutions for unpolarized q(x) and longitudinally polarized∆q(x) distributions.
We reall that the unpolarized distributions, the polarized and the transversely polarized
qT (x) are related by
q(x) = q+(x) + q−(x) = q+T (x) + q−T (x)
∆q(x) = q+(x)− q−(x) (44)
at any Q of the evolution and, in partiular, at the boundary of the evolution.
Similar denition have been introdued for the gluon setor with G±(x) denoting
the xed heliities of the gluon distributions with ∆g(x) = g+(x) − g−(x) and g(x) =
g+(x)+g−(x) being the orresponding longitudinal asymmetry and the unpolarized density
respetively.
8 Summary of Positivity Arguments
Let's reapitulate here the basi arguments [2℄ that are brought forward in order to prove
the positivity of the evolution to NLO.
If
|∆P (z)| ≤ P (z), z < 1 (45)
then both kernels P++(z) and P+−(z) are positive as far as z < 1.
The singular ontributions at z = 1, whih appear as subtration terms in the evolution
and whih ould, in priniple, alter positivity, appear only in diagonal form, whih means
that they are only ontained in P++, multiplied by the single funtions q+(x) or q−(x)
12
Figure 4: Nonsinglet kernels in the heliity basis.
Figure 5: LO kernels (gq and gg) in the heliity basis.
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Figure 6: NLO kernels (gq and gg) in the heliity basis.
dq+(x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
P qq++(
x
y
)⊗ q+(y) + ... (46)
dq−(x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
P qq++(
x
y
)⊗ q+(y) + ... (47)
dg+(x)
dt
=
αs
2pi
P gg++(
x
y
)⊗ g+(y) + ... (48)
Let's fous just on the equation for q+ (46). Rewriting the diagonal ontribution as a
master equation
dq+(x)
dt
=
∫
dx′ (w++(x|x′)q+(x′, τ)− w++(x′|x)q+(x, τ)) dx′ + ... (49)
in terms of a transition probability
w++(x|y) = αs
2pi
Pˆ++(x/y)θ(y > x) (50)
whih an be easily established to be positive, as we are going to show rigorously below, as
far as all the remanining terms (the ellipses) are positive. We have performed a detailed
numerial analysis to show the positivity of the ontributions at x = 1.
This last ondition is also learly satised, sine the δ(1−z) ontributions appear only
in P++ and are diagonal in the heliity of the various avours (q, g). For a rigorous proof
of the positivity of the solutions of master equations we proeed as follows.
Let q(x, τ) be a positive distribution for τ < τc and let us assume that it vanishes at
τ = τc, after whih it turns negative. We also assume that the evolution of q(x, τ) is of
the form (7) with positive transition probabilities w(x|y) and w(y|x). Notie that sine
the funtion is ontinuous together with its rst derivative and dereasing, ontinuity of
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its rst derivative will require
dq(x,τ)
dτ
< 0 at τ = τc and in its neighbor. However, eq. (7)
requires that at τ = τc
dq(x)
dt
=
∫
dx′w(x|x′)q(x′, τ) (51)
whih is positive, and we have a ontradition. We an piture the evolution in τ of
these funtions as a family of urves getting support to smaller and smaller x-values as τ
grows and being almost vanishing at intermediate and large x values. We should mention
that this proof does not require a omplete probabilisti piture of the evolution, but just
the positivity of the bulk part of the kernels, the positivity of the edge point subtrations
and their diagonality in avour. From Figs. (2) and (5) it is also evident that the leading
order kernels are positive, together with the qg and qq (Fig. (3)) setors.
The edge point ontributions, generating the subtration terms in the master equa-
tions for the ++ omponents of the kernels are positive, as is illustrated in 3 Tables
inluded in Appendix A. There we have organized these terms in the form ∼ Cδ(1 − x)
with
C = − log(1− Λ)A+B (52)
with A and B being numerial oeients depending on the number of avours inluded
in the kernels. Notie that the subtration terms are always of the form (52), with the (di-
verging) logarithmi ontribution (∼ ∫ Λ0 dz/(1−z)) regulated by a uto. This divergene
in the onvolution anels when these terms are ombined with the divergene at x = 1
of the rst term of the master equation for all the relevant omponents ontaining +
distributions. It is ruial, however, to establish positivity of the evolution of the heliities
that the boundary onditions on the evolution |∆q(x,Q20)| ≤ q(x,Q20) be satised. Initial
onditions have this speial property, in most of models, and the proof of positivity of all
the distributions therefore holds at any Q.
As we move to NLO, the pattern gets more ompliated. In fat, from a numerial
hek, one an see that some NLO kernels turn to be negative, inluding the unpolarized
kernels and the heliity kernels, while others (Fig. (4)) are positive. One an also notie
the presene of a rossing of several heliity omponents in the gq and gg setors (see Fig.
(7)) at larger x values, while in the small-x region some omponents turn negative (Fig.
(6)). There is no ompelling proof of positivity, in this ase, either than that oming from
a diret numerial analysis.
9 NLO Numerial Tests using Reursion Relations
We have seen that master forms of evolution equations, for evolutions of all kinds, when
found, an be used to establish positivity of the evolution itself.
The requirements have been spelled out above and an be summarized in the following
points: 1) diagonality of the dereasing terms, 2) initial positivity of the distributions, 3)
positivity of the remaining (non diagonal) kernels. As we have also seen, some of these
onditions are not satised by the NLO evolution.
In order then to proeed with a numerial test of the inequality we have deided to
work diretly in x-spae, using a spei ansatz whih summarizes the NLO evolution in
a rather ompat form.
This ansatz, whih we will illustrate below, redues the evolution equations to a suit-
able set of reursion relations [8℄, [9℄.
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Figure 7: The rossing of NLO kernels (gq and gg) in the heliity basis.
In this ansatz, the NLO expansion of the distributions in the DGLAP equation is
generially given by
f(x,Q2) =
∞∑
n=0
An(x)
n!
logn
(
α(Q2)
α(Q20)
)
+ α(Q2)
∞∑
n=0
Bn(x)
n!
logn
(
α(Q2)
α(Q20)
)
(53)
where we assume a short hand matrix notation for all the onvolution produts. Notie
that f(x,Q2) stands for a vetor having as omponents all the heliities of the various
avours (q±, G±). The ansatz implies a tower of reursion relations one the running
oupling is kept into aount [10, 13℄
An+1(x) = − 2
β0
P (0) ⊗An(x) (54)
to leading order and
Bn+1(x) = −Bn(x)−
(
β1
4β0
An+1(x)
)
− 1
4piβ0
P (1) ⊗An(x)− 2
β0
P (0) ⊗ Bn(x)
= −Bn(x) +
(
β1
2β20
P (0) ⊗An(x)
)
− 1
4piβ0
P (1) ⊗An(x)− 2
β0
P (0) ⊗Bn(x),
(55)
to NLO, relations whih are solved with the initial ondition B0(x) = 0. The initial
onditions for the oeients A0(x) and B0(x) are speied with q(x,Q
2
0) as a leading
order ansatz for the initial distribution
A0(x) = δ(1− x)⊗ q(x,Q20) ≡ q0(x) (56)
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whih also requires B0(x) = 0, sine we have to satisfy the boundary ondition [13℄
A0(x) + α0B0(x) = q0(x). (57)
Again, other boundary hoies are possible for A0(x) and B0(x) as far as (57) is
fulllled.
One the expansion is established, any linear ombination of distributions has still to
satisfy the same expansion, for appropriate ombinations of the sale-invariant oeients
An(x) given above.
The numerial implementation of this algorithm, espeially to NLO, is not so straight-
forward and requires some eort. Among its advantages, however, is its remarkable speed.
10 Initial onditions and Results
As input distributions in the unpolarized ase, we have used the parametrized formulas
of Ref. [11℄, that are alulated to NLO in the MS sheme at a sale Q20 = 0.40GeV
2
x(u− u)(x,Q20) = 0.632x0.43(1− x)3.09(1 + 18.2x)
x(d− d)(x,Q20) = 0.624(1− x)1.0x(u− u)(x,Q20)
x(d− u)(x,Q20) = 0.20x0.43(1− x)12.4(1− 13.3
√
x+ 60.0x)
x(u+ d)(x,Q20) = 1.24x
0.20(1− x)8.5(1− 2.3√x+ 5.7x)
xg(x,Q20) = 20.80x
1.6(1− x)4.1 (58)
and xqi(x,Q
2
0) = xqi(x,Q
2
0) = 0 for qi = s, c, b, t.
Following [12℄, we have related the unpolarized input distributions to the longitudinally
polarized ones by
x∆u(x,Q20) = 1.019x
0.52(1− x)0.12xu(x,Q20)
x∆d(x,Q20) = −0.669x0.43xd(x,Q20)
x∆u(x,Q20) = −0.272x0.38xu(x,Q20)
x∆d(x,Q20) = x∆u(x,Q
2
0)
x∆g(x,Q20) = 1.419x
1.43(1− x)0.15xg(x,Q20) (59)
and x∆qi(x,Q
2
0) = x∆qi(x,Q
2
0) = 0 for qi = s, c, b, t.
We show in Fig. 8 results for the evolution of the u+ distribution at the initial sale
(0.632 GeV) and at two nal sales, 100 GeV and 200 GeV respetively. The peaks at the
various sales get lowered and beome more pronouned toward the smaller x region as
Q inreases. In Fig. 9 u− show an apparent steeper growth at small-x ompared to u+.
For the d distributions the situation is inverted, with d− growing steeper ompared to d+
(Figs. 11 and 12 respetively). This apparent behaviour is resolved in Figs. (10) and (13)
from whih it is evident that both plus and minus omponents onverge, at very small-x
values, toward the same limit.
The omponents s,,t and b (Figs. 14-21) have been generated radiatively from van-
ishing initial onditions for nal evolution sales of 100 and 200 GeV (s, c, b) and 200 GeV
(t).
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Both positive and negative omponents grow steadily at small-x and are negligible at
larger x values. The distribution for the top wuark (t) has been inluded for ompleteness.
Given the smaller evolution interval the heliity distributions for heavier generations are
suppressed ompared to those of lighter avours. Gluon heliities (Figs. 22, 23) are also
enhaned at small-x, and show a similar growth. The ne dierene between the quark u
and d distributions are shown in Figs. 10 and 13.
Finally in Figs. 24, 25 and 26 we plot simultaneously longitudinally polarized, unpolar-
ized and heliity distributions for up quarks, down quarks and gluons at an intermediate
fatorization sale of 100 GeV, relevant for experiments at RHIC. Notie that while u+
and u− are positive and their dierene (∆u) is also positive, for down quarks the two
heliity omponents are positive while their dierene (∆d) is negative. Gluons, in the
model studied here, have a positive longitudinal polarization, and their heliity ompo-
nents are also positive. The positive and negative gluon heliities are plotted in two
separate gures, Figs. 22 and 23, while their dierene, ∆g(x) is shown in Fig. 27. One
an observe, at least in this model, a rossing at small-x in this distribution.
We onlude that, at least for this set of boundary onditions, positivity of all the
omponents holds to NLO, as expeted.
11 Conlusions
We have disussed in detail some of the main features of the probabilisti approah to
the DGLAP evolution in the heliity basis. Numerial results for the evolution of all the
heliities have been provided, using a speial algorithm, based in x-spae. We have also
illustrated some of the essential dierenes between the standard distributional form of
the kernels and their probabilisti version, laryfying some issues onneted to their reg-
ularization. Then we have turned to the probabilisti piture, stressing on the onnetion
between the random walk approah to parton diusion in x-spae and the master form
of the DGLAP equation. The link between the two desriptions has been disussed es-
peially in the ontext of the Kramers-Moyal expansion. A Fokker-Plank approximation
to the expansion has also been presented whih may turn useful for the study of formal
properties of the probabilisti evolution. We have also seen that positivity of the heliity
distributions, to NLO, requires a numerial analysis, as already hinted in [2℄. Our study
also validates the use of a very fast evolution algorithm, alternative to other standard
algorithms based on Mellin algorithms, whose advantage is espeially in the analysis of
the evolution of nonforward parton distributions, as we will show elsewhere.
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A Edge Point Positivity
We report below 3 tables illustrating the (positive) numerial values of the ontributions
oming from the subtration terms in the NLO kernels. Coeients A and B refer to the
subtration terms − log(1− Λ)A+B as explained in the setion above.
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Nf A B
3 12.5302 12.1739
4 10.9569 10.6924
5 9.3836 9.2109
6 7.8103 7.7249
Table 1. Coeients A and B for P
(1)
NS,++
Nf A B
3 12.5302 12.1739
4 10.9569 10.6924
5 9.3836 9.2109
6 7.8103 7.7249
Table 2. Coeients A and B as in Table 1 for P
(1)
qq,++
Nf A B
3 48.4555 27.3912
4 45.7889 24.0579
5 43.1222 20.7245
6 40.4555 17.3912
Table 3. Coeients A and B as in Table 1 for P
(1)
gg,++
B Regularizations
The + plus form of the kernels and all the other forms introdued before, obtained by
separating the ontributions from the edge-point (x = 1) from those oming from the
bulk (0 < x < 1) are all equivalent, as we are going to show, with the understanding
that a linear (unique) uto is used to regulate the divergenes both at x=0 and at x=1.
We fous here on the two possible soures of singularity, i.e. on Pqq and on the Pgg
ontributions, whih require some attention. Let's start from the Pqq ase. We reall that
+ plus distributions are dened as
1
(1− x)+ =
θ(1− x− Λ)
1− x − δ(1− x)
∫ 1−Λ
0
dz
1− z (60)
with Λ being a uto for the edge-point ontribution.
We will be using the relations
∫ 1
x
dy
y
δ(1− y) = 1
∫ 1
0
dz
1− z =
∫ 1
x
dz
1− z − log(1− x)∫ 1
x
dy
y
f(y)g(x/y) =
∫ 1
x
dy
y
f(x/y)g(y). (61)
Using the expressions above it is easy to obtain
1
(1− x)+ ⊗ f(x) =
∫ 1
x
dy
y
1
(1− x/y)+ q(y)
=
∫ 1
x
dy
y
1
1− x/yf(y)−
∫ 1
x
dy
y
δ(1− y)
∫ 1
0
dz
z
=
∫ 1
x
dy
y
yf(y)− xf(x)
y − x + log(1− x)f(x)
(62)
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whih is eq. (18). If we remove the + distributions and adopt (impliitely) a uto
regularization, we need speial are. In the probabilisti version of the kernel, the handling
of Pqq ⊗ q is rather straightforward
Pqq ⊗ q(x) = CF
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(
2
1− x/y − 1− x/y
)
q(y)
−CF
∫ 1
x
dy
y
δ(1− y)
∫ 1
0
dz′
(
2
1− z′ − 1− z
′
)
(63)
and using eqs. (61) we easily obtain
Pqq ⊗ q(x) = 2CF
∫ 1
x
dy
y
yq(y)− xq(x)
y − x + 2CF log(1− x)q(x)
−CF
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(1 + x/y) q(y) +
3
2
CF q(x). (64)
Now onsider the onvolution Pgg ⊗ g(x) in the Collins-Qiu form. We get
Pgg ⊗ g(x) = 2CA
∫ 1
x
dy
y
1
1− x/y g(y)
+2CA
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(
x/y(1− x/y) + 1
x/y
− 2
)
g(y)− g(x)
∫ 1
0
dz
C A
(
1
z
+
1
1− z
)
−1
2
g(x)
∫ 1
0
dz 2CA (z(1 − z)− 2)− nfg(x)
∫ 1
0
dz
1
2
(
z2 + (1− z)2
)
. (65)
There are some terms in the expression above that require some are. The appropriate
regularization is
∫ 1
0
dz
z
+
∫ 1
0
dz
1− z → I(Λ) =
∫ 1
Λ
dz
z
+
∫ 1−Λ
0
dz
1− z . (66)
Observe also that ∫ 1
Λ
dz
z
=
∫ 1−Λ
0
dz
1− z = − log Λ. (67)
Notie that in this regularization the singularity of 1/z at z = 0 is traded for a singularity
at z=1 in 1/(1− z). It is then rather straightforward to show that
Pgg ⊗ g(x) = 2CA
∫ 1
x
dy
y
yg(y)− xg(x)
y − x + 2CA log(1− x)g(x)
+2CA
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(
x/y(1− x/y) + 1
x/y
− 2
)
+
β0
2
g(x). (68)
A nal omment is due for the form of the sum rule
∫ 1
0
dz(z − 1
2
)γgg = 0 (69)
that we need to hek with the regularization given above.
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The strategy to handle this expression is the same as before. We extrat all the 1/z
and 1/(1− z) integration terms and use
∫ 1
0
dz
z
−
∫ 1
0
dz
1− z →
∫ 1
Λ
dz
z
−
∫ 1−Λ
0
dz
1− z
= − log Λ + log Λ = 0
(70)
to eliminate the singularities at the boundaries x = 0, 1 and verify eq. (69).
Figure 8: Evolution of u+ versus x at various Q values.
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Figure 9: Evolution of u− versus x at various Q values.
Figure 10: Small-x behaviour of u± at 100 GeV.
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Figure 11: Evolution of d+ versus x at various Q values.
Figure 12: Evolution of d− versus x at various Q values.
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Figure 13: Small-x behaviour of d± at 100 GeV.
Figure 14: Evolution of s+ versus x at various Q values.
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Figure 15: Evolution of s− versus x at various Q values.
Figure 16: Evolution of c+ versus x at various Q values.
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Figure 17: Evolution of c− versus x at various Q values.
Figure 18: Evolution of b+ versus x at various Q values.
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Figure 19: Evolution of b− versus x at various Q values.
C Kernels in the heliity basis
The expression of the kernels in the heliity basis given below are obtained ombining the
NLO omputations of [17, 16, 18℄
P
(1)
NS−,++(x) =
{
CF
18
[
90CF (x− 1) + 4Tf(11x− 1) +NC(53− 187x+ 3pi2(1 + x))
]}
+
{
CF [6CF (3− 2(x− 1)x) + 4Tf(1 + x2)−NC(17 + 5x2)]
6(x− 1)
}
log x
+
{
CF [CF −NC − (CF +NC)x2]
2(x− 1)
}
log2 x
+
{
2C2F (1 + x
2)
x− 1
}
log x log(1− x)
+
{
−CF
9
[
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]} 1
(1− x)+
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{
CF
[
NC(51 + 44pi
2)− 4Tf(3 + 4pi2)
72
− 3NCζ(3)
+CF
(
3
8
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2
2
+ 6ζ(3)
)]}
δ(1− x) (71)
P
(1)
NS−,+−(x) = {2CF (2CF −NC)(x− 1)}
+ {CF (NC − 2CF )(1 + x)} log x
+
{
CF (NC − 2CF )(1 + x2)
1 + x
}
S2(x) (72)
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Figure 20: Evolution of t+ versus x at various Q values.
P
(1)
NS+,++(x) = P
(1)
NS−,++(x) (73)
P
(1)
NS+,+−(x) = −P (1)NS−,+−(x) (74)
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(1)
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{
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Figure 21: Evolution of t− versus x at various Q values.
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Figure 22: Evolution of g+ versus x at various Q values.
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Figure 23: Evolution of g− versus x at various Q values.
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Figure 24: Various kinds of distributions of quark up at Q = 100GeV.
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Figure 26: Various kinds of gluon distributions at Q = 100GeV.
Figure 27: Small-x behaviour of ∆g at 100 GeV.
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